
Ref. no Issue Suptopics and different approaches to individual issues No. of entries Concerns speakers of Suggested change/resolution

1 Double consonant spellings <> Geminates 14
a rules for doubling consonants all Revived pronunciation does not indicate where double consonants are supposed to be written; improve teaching or change SWF.
b lack of ultimate double <nn> in singulatives RMC Switch spelling from phonetic to morphemic.
c lack of clarity: what do double consonants indicate? Stress or pre-occlusion? RLC Clarify: no pre-occlusion in unstressed syllables.
d vowel length in words which double consonants in plural forms RMC Indicate plural class in the spelling of the singular; follow Breton and KK.
e reduction of <ll>, <mm> & <rr> medially all Switch to morphemic spellings: <ll>, <rr> in unstressed syllables
f suffixes in <-el>, <en> all Introduce morphemic spellings in -enn, -ell to mark lexical category
g inconsistent reduction of double consonants in unstressed syllables RMC Only retain double letters where needed to show actual gemination.
h spelling of geminate <mm> and <nn> problematic for place-names RMC spell /mm/ and /nn/ morpho-phonemically (i.e. <mm>, <nn>); IPA representation should be [mm] and [nn]; acknowledge [bm], [dn]
i there should be one single, simple rule for double consonant spellings all polysyllabic words in the SWF should end in single consonants - no exceptions!

2 <i>-graph used inappropriately in prefixes and suffixes 1 all see 4
3 Aesthetics 1 all Make SWF resemble historical spellings more closely
4 Distribution of <i> and <y> is unclear and incoherent 4

a The distribution of <i> and <y> is unhelpful and unpredictable all Adopt KS distribution of <i> and <y>: universal <i> word-initally, universal <y> word-finally.
b <i>-graph used inappropriately in prefixes and suffixes all Avoid <i> in prefixes and suffixes since they can never be long.
c prys, dydh etc. should have <i> because the vowel is long RMC Respell with <i>: pris etc.

5 Difficulty in distinguishing different sounds for long <a>, short <o> and <u> 4
a <a> stands for [æː], [ɑː] and [ɒː] UCR, RLC Disambiguate.
b all Disambiguate: spell [ɤ~ʊ] as <v>.
c all Disambiguate: spell [ɤ~ʊ] as <oe>, <w>, or <wy>.
d all Disambiguate: spell [ɤ~ʊ] as <ù>.
e all Disambiguate: spell [ɤ~ʊ] as <u>.

6 vowel & consonant values; conflated issues 1 KK see 1b, 56
7 minimal use of <z> 1 all Expand use of <z> to OC -t > MC -s.
8 reduction of <oo> to <o> and <gh> to <h>, causing confusion and misrepresentation. 24 all

a Alternations in paradigms confuse learners. all Adopt KK-style morphemic distribution of <gh> and <oo>.
b Disambiguate: which <o> is shortened <oo> etc. RLC Mark 'weakened" medial <'o> and <'h> with an apostrophe, e.g. goon -> g'onyow
c No phonemic difference between /h/ and */x/. all Replace ALL instances of <gh> with <h>.
d <gh> had already been weakened to [ɦ] by 1200; see 8c all Keep current distribution of <h> and <gh>.

9 vocalic alternation - lack of a systematic and understandable rule 5 RMC
a Nancean style VA is an unpredictable mess RMC Regularize or abolish
b RLC users should not have to write VA which mostly doesn't concern them RLC Allow RLC users to replace all vocalic <y>s with <e>s.
c SWF needs to decide: VA for all, or for nobody all Drop VA between long <y> and short <e> altogether.
d <e> [e] in affected words represents closer vowel than 'generic' <e> [ɛ] all Drop VA for the time being; more research needed.

10 <th> in RLC variant - standing on its own when reduced from <yth> 1 RLC Treat <th-> as a prefix; <th era> -> <thera>
11 <ow> - RLC variant <o>:  <a> would be preferable 1 RLC Either have <ow> for everybody or use established RLC spelling <a> for this verbal particle
12 RLC e/a - SWF/L uses <e> where RLC would use <a> 1 RLC Have SWF/L write <a> for the reduced vowel [ɐ], especially in common suffixes like -en(n) > -an (singulative)
13 <u> is ambiguous: can stand for /y/ and /ɤ~ʊ/ in RMC; /i/, /ʊ/, and /ə/ in RLC 2 all Redistribute <u>, <i>, and <o> especially in SWF/L; see 5b.
14 Representation of "dropped" RMC /ð/, /x~h/ and /v/ in RLC (word-final and following /r/, /l/) 1 RLC Drop the apostrophes in for' (<fordh) etc.
15 Voiced and unvoiced consonants - confusion 8 all

a RLC word-inital /v-/ and /z-/ spelt <f-> and <s-> RLC Represent lenition in spelling: fordh > vor, sagh >zah
b <nowyth> breaks the general rule of morphemic word-final fricatives all Respell as <nowydh> or respell all items with -dh and -v in unstressed final syllables
c word-final -v and -dh in unstressed syllables lead to mispronunciation all Redistribute <-dh> and <-th> as in UCR; replace <-v> by <-f>

16 Discrimination against traditional graphs should end 2 all Promote trad. Graphs from 'side' to equal status specifically in Education.
17 Use of hyphens - optional use is confusing 3 all Agree on clear rules and make them mandatory.
18 dictionary methodology - collective nouns first causes confusion 1 all (Give singulatives as citation form of collectives)
19 diferent pronunication values  for <s> / <j> / <z> 4 all Disambiguate the uses of overloaded grapheme <s>

a Pronunciation problems for learners because <s> is so ambiguous all Widen and regularize the use of <z> and <ss>
b There should be a recommended distribution of /z/ = <z> all Introduce <z> where RMC has it.

20 Excess number of variants - needs to be reduced 5 all
a SWF = Standard Written Forms Abolish distinction between L and M forms in dictionary.
b existence of 'alternative forms' Teach RMC and RLC separately; publish one dictionary for each.
c With variants, the SWF is no longer 'standard' Variants should be spoken, not written

21 Use of graph <c> for /s/ 2 all Replace <c> with <s>; or at least get rid of alternations when suffixes are added, e.g. avons, avoncya should be avons, avonsya.
22 Vowel length in monosyllabic loanwords in -p and -t 2 all Mark irregular vowel length unambiguously.

a failure to indicate vowel length in monosyllabic loan-words ending in -p and -t Write such loan-words with <pp>, <tt> if they contain a short vowel.
b dto. Mark long vowels in such loan-words with a circumflex.

23 Dhyworth: why not dyworth? 1 RMC Allow unlenited form dyworth as well.

Short <o> and <u> are ambiguous



24 Reduction of unstressed vowels to schwa - assertion in the specification should be re-written 1 all Proponents of RLC and KK agree that not all unstressed vowels were reduced to schwa; adapt underlying reconstruction
25 Etymological spellings - must have a practical rationale, not a theoretical one 2 all Use etymological spellings only where they make sense to learners
26 Graphs <au> and <ai> - shoul dbe used for some loanwords 1 UC, UCR, RLC Introduce <au> for [aʊ~ɔː] and <ai> for [aɪ~ɛː]
27 Some diacritical marks must be explicitly permitted 1 all Explicitly permit the use of diacritics for necessary disambiguation
28 No phonemic distinction between /iw/ and /ɪw/; <iw> should be replaced by <yw> 2 all Replace <iw> with <yw> throughout
29 Lack of a mechanism to mark long vowels in polysyllabic words 1 all Optionally mark long vowels with a circumflex; see 22b .
30 Inconsistent treatment of pre-occlusion 3 RLC

a Inconsistency in spelling prefixed <Kamm-> and <Penn-> all If attestations are irregular: regularize pre-occlusion in RLC
b Pre-occlusion not dealt with inclusively RLC Redistribute RMC double consonant spellings according to preocclusion even where irregular/unexpected

31 M <ew> vs. L <ow>
a Alternation ew/ow not handled in a unified way 2 all Follow KS: write <êw>~<ôw>
b <ow> is just a Late representation of [ɛw] RLC Write <ew> for [ɛw]; drop misleading forms like <klowes>.

32 ye-/e- alternation not handled in a unified way Learners unable to tell whether a RMC word in <ye-> has a RLC variant in <e-> 1 all Follow KS: write <yê->~<ê->
33 <a> / <oa> alternation not handled in a unified way 2

a Learners unable to tell whether a RMC word in <a> has a RLC variant in <oa> all Follow KS: write <â> in RMC and RLC.
b <oa> digraph is not really needed in RLC; affects tiny class of words RLC Abolish <oa> altogether

34 Lack of identification of irregular long vowels 1 all Introduce acute accent to mark long vowel in loanwords; relates to 22
35 Pronunciation of <ey> in treylya 1 UC, UCR, RLC Consider representing monophthongal realization [ˈtrɛˑljɐ]; might write <trailya>

36 Ambiguity over enclitics <ma> 'this' and <na> 'that' 1 all Spell the two clitics with a hypen as in Breton: -ma, -na
37 Unified <ü> - why has the diaresis been dropped? 1 all Reintroduce <ü> with diaresis to remove ambiguity
38 Inconsistent conversion of KK <oe> to SWF <oo> in monosyllables 1 all Have 1:1 correspondence between SWF <oo> and KK long <oe>
39 Loan words with <c>: why not spell them with <s>? 1 all see 29
40 General lack of consistency 1 all Establishment of unambiguous rules.
41 <e> & <y> 3

a inclusion of variants in <y~e> unneccesary all Reduce variants by making either <y> or <e> mandatory in words like <dydh~dedh>
b secondary i-affection of /œ/ in words like euthyk > uthyk all Formulate a general rule for such cases.

42 spelling of <nowyth> 1 all see 15b
43 RLC personal endings - reduction & streamlining proposed 1 RLC Use set of inflectional suffixes submitted by D.P.
44 <junnya> - confusion over the vowel 1 all Respell in a way that shows recommended pronunciation [ɤ~ʊ]; see 5bcde
45 <kk> & <ck> - difference depends on knowing the etymology. 1 all Settle for either <kk> or <ck> throughout.
46 seulabrys - issue with the use of <eu>; always spelt with <o> in the manuscripts 1 all Write <solabrys~solabres> and <soladhydh~soladhedh>.
47 use of apostrophes in RLC variants confusing 1 RLC Reduce apostrophes in RLC variant: drop 'apologetic apostrophe'. Consider other ways of marking deletion.
48 reduction of <ll> to <l> in polysyllables 1 all see 1e
49 <o> / <u>: differentiation 1 all see 5bcde
50 extent of use of <uw> 1 all Keep <uw>; pronounce it [yw] in RMC.
51 <eu> variants: umbrella graph should be universal. Whence <ithik> etc.? 1 all Always write <eu> where RMC has /œ/; research where this actually applies.
52 M <gwr-> / L <gr-> variants 1 RLC Write <gwr-> in RMC and RLC and allow pronunciation [gr].
53 M <i> vs. L <ei> variants 1 RLC RLC variant spellings like <chei> 'house' are unnecessary. Drop them.
54 Provection & gemination in superlatives and subjunctives 1 all Respell <tth>, <cch>, <ssh> as <th>, <ch> and <sh>.
55 inconsistency in verb roots 1 all Simplify and normalize verb tables; get rid of as much phonetic alternation as possible in paradigms.
56 use of <oo>, giving rise to unfortunate or risible spellings 1 all Choose different representation; textual <oy>, UC <ō>, and KK <oe> come to mind.



Revived pronunciation does not indicate where double consonants are supposed to be written; improve teaching or change SWF.

Indicate plural class in the spelling of the singular; follow Breton and KK.

Only retain double letters where needed to show actual gemination.
spell /mm/ and /nn/ morpho-phonemically (i.e. <mm>, <nn>); IPA representation should be [mm] and [nn]; acknowledge [bm], [dn]
polysyllabic words in the SWF should end in single consonants - no exceptions!

Adopt KS distribution of <i> and <y>: universal <i> word-initally, universal <y> word-finally.

Mark 'weakened" medial <'o> and <'h> with an apostrophe, e.g. goon -> g'onyow

Either have <ow> for everybody or use established RLC spelling <a> for this verbal particle
], especially in common suffixes like -en(n) > -an (singulative)

Respell as <nowydh> or respell all items with -dh and -v in unstressed final syllables

Promote trad. Graphs from 'side' to equal status specifically in Education.

Replace <c> with <s>; or at least get rid of alternations when suffixes are added, e.g. avons, avoncya should be avons, avonsya.

Write such loan-words with <pp>, <tt> if they contain a short vowel.



Proponents of RLC and KK agree that not all unstressed vowels were reduced to schwa; adapt underlying reconstruction

Redistribute RMC double consonant spellings according to preocclusion even where irregular/unexpected

 relates to 22 .
ˈtrɛˑljɐ]; might write <trailya>

Reduce variants by making either <y> or <e> mandatory in words like <dydh~dedh>

see 5bcde .

Reduce apostrophes in RLC variant: drop 'apologetic apostrophe'. Consider other ways of marking deletion.

Always write <eu> where RMC has /œ/; research where this actually applies.

RLC variant spellings like <chei> 'house' are unnecessary. Drop them.

Simplify and normalize verb tables; get rid of as much phonetic alternation as possible in paradigms.
>, and KK <oe> come to mind.


